**Purpose & Key Takeaways**

**Purpose:**
Provide brief overview on MISO 2021 Transmission Planning and review of Long-Range Transmission Planning (LRTP)

**Key Takeaways:**

- Long-Range Transmission Planning (LRTP) base model building is underway
- Preliminary results should be available in the next few months
- Future 1 is the right place to start, without using Long-Range Transmission Planning (LRTP) inefficient planning will occur; the resource shift contemplated by MISO stakeholders goals will be difficult to achieve
LRTP: part of the MISO Reliability Imperative that enables stakeholder driven resource transition underway

- Provide roadmap to efficiently and effectively achieve the MISO Futures and as applicable and appropriate develop the business case for LRTP project inclusion in MTEP Appendix A
- Allow goals and policies in the Futures to be achieved, they may be unachievable without some LRTP roadmap transmission projects
- Provide for the continued resource evolution of retirements and additions of renewable resources

As of late 2020; changing rapidly.
The resource transition is happening now…
wind by the numbers

- On November 1, MISO set a new instantaneous wind peak of 18.5 GW.
  - Beating the previous peak from April 9 by 300 MW.
- On November 15, MISO set a new instantaneous wind peak of 18.9 GW.
  - At that time wind made up one-third of the total load for the hour.
- Then, December 23, MISO set a new instantaneous wind peak of 20.2 GW
  - Serving 26.8% of MISO’s load.
- With an additional 4,500 MW expected to come online in the next 12 months, it is increasingly important to see how the system is currently handling production of renewable resources and prepare for future growth.
Future 1 substantially meets MISO members’ plans

Stakeholder plans outstripped original MISO assumptions: Future 1 original assumption of 40% decarbonized, reached 63%* due to plans & retirements

85% of utility CO₂ plans and 100% of utility announced additions/retirements were included in Future 1

*Based upon 2005 levels
Project types and associated cost allocation methods under the tariff consider drivers and benefits

- Project categories are generally defined by the criteria and benefits that support them (Regional Expansion Criteria and Benefits) – each with aligned allocation mechanism.
  - Multi Value Projects address multiple drivers including Policy, and consider the multiple recognized multiple benefits of transmission beyond adjusted production cost (APC). MVP also have a region-wide portfolio requirement with corresponding region-wide load ratio share cost allocation.
  - Market Efficiency Projects have a more limited set of benefit metrics: APC, avoided reliability and settlement payment benefits. Costs are allocated on a targeted basis based on relative benefits to Cost Allocation Zones (similar to Local Resource Zones).
  - Baseline Reliability Projects are driven by short run needs in meet NERC reliability criteria with only committed resources serving localized needs. Costs are therefore allocated to local transmission Pricing Zones (TPZ).
  - Generator Interconnection Projects are reliability driven and support integration of generation in the queue with interconnection customers allocated all costs, except GIPs 345kV and above that have a 10% postage stamp.
The values of LRTP identified transmission may not be fully captured in existing applicable project types / mechanisms

• Initially, Future 1 transmission Issues and solutions will be evaluated for ability to enable reliable system performance, and economically using the current tariff criteria
  • MEP benefit metrics and allocation methods
  • MISO believes MVP benefits should be considered – but MVP allocation methods are not appropriate to the current footprint

• LRTP identified projects are expected to offer further benefits to the system beyond those captured in MEP evaluation, such as those outlined in MVP benefits from reliably and efficiently enabling the Future 1 resource portfolio evolution

• OMS and RECB considerations will assist with benefit metrics and measurement, and applicable project cost allocation
2021 High Level Timeline

Q1: Economic Models
    F1 Power Flow models

Q2: F2/3 Power Flow models
    Analyses: (reliability, economic, stability)
    F1 Issue Identification and Solution Development

Q3: 

Q4: Future 1 Recommendations
    MTEP 21

Stakeholder engagement will occur throughout the year
LRTP Update

January
- Building 14 power flow models – (plan to complete in February)
  - Seven are 10 years out and seven are 20 years out of the same sensitivities
- Building economic models of the three futures (Plan to complete in March)

February
- Begin evaluation with power flow models

March
- Begin evaluation with economic models on all three Futures
LRTP 2021 in Summary

- LRTP will provide a transmission roadmap to enable the reliable, effective, and efficient achievement of the MISO stakeholders goals and support the related resource evolution.
- Initial focus is Future 1 that is based on state and utility announced plans.
- Full LRTP will incorporate issues identified under all three Futures.
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